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Blocking in Rat Serial Pattern Learning
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Both associative and rule-learning theories have been proposed to account for rat serial pattern learning,
but individually they are unable to account for a variety of recent behavioral and psychobiological
phenomena. The present study examined the role of rule learning versus discriminative learning in rat
pattern learning using a classic associative phenomenon: blocking. Rats learned to press levers in an
8-lever circular array according to a rule-based serial pattern, 123–234–345–456–567–678–781–812,
where digits indicate the correct lever in the array for each trial. Each pattern presentation contained a
chunk with a final element violation, such as 454 instead of 456. Rats learned in a first phase that a noise
signaled the violation chunk; then, a concurrent spatial cue was added in a second phase. A test with
spatial cues alone showed that blocking occurred. The results suggest that associative learning mediated
cuing of violation elements. Taken together with other behavioral and psychobiological evidence already
reported in the literature implicating rule learning when rats learn this pattern in this paradigm, these
results implicate multiple concurrent learning processes in rat serial pattern learning.
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Sequential learning involves learning to organize behavior
through time or to anticipate events that occur in a consistent order
through time. Sequential learning theorists who seek to describe
this type of learning, like learning theorists generally, typically
seek to explain sequential behavior in the simplest theoretical
terms possible. In some quarters, that has meant relying on “sim-
ple” associative processes, usually by attempting to reduce the
sequential problem to its component associative units (Capaldi &
Molina, 1979; Hull, 1931; Skinner, 1934). In other quarters, the
approach has been to rely on “complex” cognitive processes,
typically by attempting to reduce the sequential problem to its
component “structures” described by “rules” (Hulse & Dorsky,
1977; Lashley, 1951; Restle & Brown, 1970; Simon & Kotovsky,
1963), requiring the additional assumption that the animal in
question has the capacity to detect such structures. Theorists em-
ploying these approaches have implied or stated explicitly that
these proposed competing mechanisms are appealing explanations
of sequential learning because the proposed learning process re-
sults in the most efficient method of learning, for example, by
reducing the memory load of the task. This sort of reasoning fits
well with the tradition of Occam’s Razor. However, both the
associative and rule-learning theories that have emerged appear

unable to account for a variety of behavioral and psychobiological
phenomena consistent with the view that sequential behavior may
be multiply determined (e.g., Fountain, 2006; Fountain & Rowan,
2000; Willingham, 1998). This view, although inconsistent with a
general-process perspective, is consistent with growing evidence
that learning and memory more generally depend on multiple brain
and psychological systems (Gold, 2003; Keele, Ivry, Mayr,
Hazeltine, & Heuer, 2003; Kesner, 2002; Marshuetz, 2005; Palmer
& Pfordresher, 2003).

A particular instance of this problem has been encountered in
our investigations of how rats learn violations of pattern structure
in a pattern production procedure (Fountain & Rowan, 1995b,
2000). In this paradigm, rats learned to produce a pattern of
lever-press responses in a circular array of eight levers mounted on
the walls of an octagonal operant chamber (Fountain et al., 2006).
In Fountain and Rowan (1995b), rats learned serial patterns based
on either “run” chunks (123–234–345–456–567–678–781–812)
or “trill” chunks (121–232–343–454–565–676–787–818), where
digits refer to the clockwise position of reinforced levers on
successive trials and dashes indicate distinctive temporal phrasing
cues. Some rats learned one of the foregoing “perfect” patterns,
whereas others learned a similar pattern with a final pattern ele-
ment that did not fit with the run or trill structure (i.e., a “violation
element”). More specifically, rats in the run violation group
learned the pattern 123–234–345–456–567–678–781–818, and
rats in the trill violation group learned the pattern, 121–232–343–
454–565–676–787–812, where the final pattern element (under-
lined) violated pattern structure. Rats in the violation pattern
groups took longer to learn the violation element than rats learning
the corresponding element in a “perfect” version of the pattern. It
is interesting that the rats’ errors on the violation element for each
pattern type were consistent with the rule describing the overall
pattern structure. That is, rats in the run violation group tended to
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respond 812 instead of 818 in the final chunk of their pattern, and
rats in the trill violation group tended to respond 818 instead of
812. In a later study, the effects of MK-801, a drug that blocks
neuronal plasticity dependent on N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptors in hippocampus and a number of other brain structures,
were examined (Fountain & Rowan, 2000). This drug profoundly
impaired rats’ learning of chunk boundaries and the violation
element in the violation run pattern just described when compared
with a perfect run pattern, but did not impair learning of within-
chunk elements. Furthermore, MK-801-injected rats, although
making nearly 100% errors on the violation element throughout
training, consistently responded 812 instead of 818 in the final
chunk of their pattern, as if they had learned the structure of
within-chunk elements despite being exposed to MK-801. Other
behavioral studies indicate that rats learn to perform chunk-
boundary and violation element responses by using phrasing cues
and other pattern elements as discriminative cues (Fountain, 2006;
Fountain, Benson, & Wallace, 2000; Fountain, Rowan, & Carman,
2007; Stempowski, Carman, & Fountain, 1999; Wallace, Rowan,
& Fountain, 2008). Taken together, the foregoing behavioral and
drug results support the view that rats employed at least two
psychological and neural systems, one NMDA-receptor dependent
system for discrimination learning at chunk boundaries and the
violation element and another NMDA-receptor independent sys-
tem for rule learning within chunks.

Learning about violation elements such as those employed in the
foregoing studies by Fountain and Rowan (1995b, 2000) seem-
ingly must involve discrimination learning because violations of
pattern structure, by definition, are not predicted by the repeating
run or trill structures of other pattern chunks. However, in these
procedures, violations did occur regularly according to a higher
order “rule” based on serial position. Given that rats in the run
violation group always experienced a violation as the last element
of their 24-element pattern, the violation can be described by a
“rule” such as “an element repeating periodically in the last posi-
tion of the pattern (serial position 24).” Recent studies show that
rats are sensitive to the serial position of phrasing cues (Wallace et
al., 2008), that the placement of phrasing cues in a pattern can bias
pattern perception (Fountain et al., 2007), and that rats are sensi-
tive to the structure of nonadjacent responses in patterns (Fountain
& Benson, 2006). These studies indicate that rats may use serial
position cues in the context of rule learning. Thus, the extent to
which rule learning, serial position (periodicity), and associative
mechanisms contribute to rats’ anticipation of violation elements
in patterns remains unclear.

In the current experiment, we explored the role of these potential
mechanisms in rats’ learning of a violation of pattern structure. In
previous investigations of rats’ learning of violation elements, the
violation was located in the same serial position in each pattern
presentation. In the current experiment, we eliminated the period-
icity of the location of the violation element within the pattern. If
rats rely on periodicity to anticipate violations of pattern structure,
when periodicity is eliminated we would expect them to fail to
learn the violation.

In addition to exploring the role of periodicity, we also sought
stronger evidence regarding whether discriminative cues mediate
violation response learning in this paradigm. If rats use discrimi-
native cues to learn violation responses, we might expect to ob-
serve a classic phenomenon in associative learning—blocking—

with respect to such learning. Blocking occurs when the presence
of an established conditioned stimulus interferes with the condi-
tioning of a new conditioned stimulus (Kamin, 1968). In the
phenomenon, an association is established between one condi-
tioned stimulus (CS A) and the unconditioned stimulus. Once the
conditioned response is well conditioned to CS A, a second stim-
ulus (CS B) is presented with CS A. The typical finding is that
prior conditioning of CS A blocks the development of conditioned
responding to CS B, although other interpretations of blocking
have been proposed (e.g., Beckers, Miller, Houwer, & Urushihara,
2006; Blaisdell, Gunther, & Miller, 1999). Blocking has been
demonstrated in many paradigms (e.g., conditioned suppression,
eyelid conditioning, causality judgment and categorization tasks,
and Morris water maze) with humans and animals (e.g., Arcedi-
ano, Matute, & Miller, 1997; Diez-Chamizo, Sterio, & Mackin-
tosh, 1985; Giftakis & Tait, 1998; Kamin, 1968; Roberts & Pearce,
1999).

In the current experiment employing the pattern learning para-
digm described above (cf. Fountain & Rowan, 1995b, 2000), we
tested for “instrumental blocking” of cues involved in violation
element learning. Throughout the experiment, we eliminated pe-
riodicity (serial position) of the violation element as a cue. In
Phase 1, rats were trained with a noise cue (stimulus A) that was
the only consistent cue predicting one violation element per pat-
tern, which could occur anywhere in the spatial array of levers. In
Phase 2, spatial cues (stimulus B) were added when two violation
elements per pattern were permanently located at two separate
spatial locations within the chamber. Spatial cues were presented
alone (i.e., B only) as a cue for one violation or in combination
with the noise cue experienced in Phase 1 (i.e., A � B) as
discriminative cues for another violation element. To determine
whether noise cues in Phase 2 blocked learning to use spatial cues
to anticipate violation elements when they were presented as
compound cues with the noise cue, in Phase 3 we tested for
instrumental blocking by presenting spatial cues alone. If blocking
occurred, the results would indicate the involvement of associative
mechanisms in rats’ violation element learning.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were five naı̈ve male hooded rats (Rattus norvegi-
cus) that were at least 90 days old at the time of surgery. All rats
were implanted with bipolar electrodes (MS301, Plastic Products,
Roanoke, VA) for hypothalamic brain stimulation reward (BSR;
skull level coordinates: 4.5 mm posterior, 1.5 mm lateral, 8.5 mm
below the surface of the skull). Before surgery, rats were deeply
anesthetized by .04 mg/kg atropine sulfate and 7.0 mg/kg xylazine
by intraperitoneal preinjection followed by 1.0%–3.0% oxygen/
isoflurane. Rats were monitored after surgery and were allowed at
least 1 week for recovery from surgery. They were housed in
individual cages with food and water available ad libitum. They
were maintained on a 15.9-hr light–dark cycle. Testing occurred
during the light portion. Five additional subjects were dropped
from the study due to electrode failure during Phase 1; their data
are not included in the results.
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Apparatus

Two shaping chambers (30 � 30 � 30 cm) equipped with one
retractable response lever mounted 5.0 cm above the floor and a
commutating device located in the ceiling were constructed from
clear Plexiglas with a floor of stainless steel rods. Each shaping
chamber was enclosed in a sound-attenuating shell constructed
from particleboard (20 � 60 � 65 cm). The shaping chambers
were housed in a separate room from the testing chambers.

Two testing chambers were octagonal in shape with clear Plexi-
glas walls (15 cm wide � 30 cm tall; 40 cm between parallel walls;
see Fountain et al., 2006). Each chamber sat on a floor of stainless
steel hardware cloth. A retractable response lever was centered on
each wall 5.0 cm above the floor. Each lever required approxi-
mately 0.15 N of force for activation. In the testing chambers, rats
were connected to a stimulator by a flexible cord (Plastic Products
MS304) and a commutating device, which was centrally located in
the chamber’s ceiling. Each chamber was located in a separate
testing room (approximately 2.0 � 2.6 m), which contained a
speaker through which white noise pulses were presented. The
room was lit during testing by fluorescent lighting. Major distal
room cues included wall-mounted electrical outlet panels on two
walls, a third smooth white wall constructed of melamine covered
particleboard, and a movable white shower curtain covering the
fourth wall. A closed-circuit camera was mounted above each
chamber to monitor rats’ activity from an adjacent room. The
experiment was controlled from an adjoining room via a micro-
computer and interface equipped with white noise generators (in-
terface, white noise generators, and Med-State Software, Med
Associates, Fairfield, VT).

Procedure

Throughout all phases, rats received reinforcement consisting of
one to three 200-ms BSR “pulses” of a 60-Hz sinusoidal pulse
train from a constant current source of 30–100 �A. In all proce-
dures, rats received a set number (1–3) of pulses for each correct
response. The minimum number of pulses each rat required for
reinforcement was determined during the first seven sessions of
training and remained constant throughout the remainder of the
experiment.

Following at least 1 week of recovery from surgery, rats were
shaped to lever press for BSR in a shaping chamber. At the
beginning of the session, the lever was inserted into the chamber
and remained inserted for 30 min. Rats were required to make at
least 1,000 lever-press responses within a 30-min session. Rats
received up to seven sessions to meet criterion. Rats failing to meet
this criterion were excluded from the study.

After rats were shaped to lever press, they were trained daily in
the octagonal chamber to press levers in a particular order, as
described below, for each experimental phase. In a discrete-trial
eight-choice procedure with correction, all eight levers were in-
serted into the chamber at the beginning of each trial. If a correct
choice was made, all eight levers were retracted and BSR was
administered. If an incorrect choice was made, all levers except the
correct lever were withdrawn and the rat was required to produce
the correct response to obtain BSR before continuing to the next
trial. As such, the rat always received feedback regarding the
correct response on each trial. For each trial, the first lever chosen

was recorded. In all phases, rats learned variations of a pattern
composed of eight 3-element chunks with one or more pattern
violations, which were accompanied by a noise cue, spatial cues,
or both. The base pattern without violations was 123–234–345–
456–567–678–781–812, where digits represent the clockwise po-
sition of levers in the chamber, dashes indicate 3-s pauses serving
as phrasing cues, all other intertrial intervals were 1 s, and inter-
pattern intervals were 3 s. In all phases, the 24-element patterns
could start on any lever and the order of starting lever positions
was randomized with the constraint that, within daily sessions,
patterns started an equal number of times on each lever. Training
in the three phases differed in terms of the number of violation
elements inserted into each pattern and the cues signaling those
violation elements.

Phase 1: Initial cued violation element training. In Phase 1,
each pattern contained one violation of pattern structure. The
violation element occurred in the third position within any ran-
domly chosen chunk. For example, in the example pattern, 234–
345–456–565–678–781–812–123, the violation occurred in the
fourth chunk, as indicated by the underlined digit. For such a
violation, the rat was required to respond 565 instead of 567. Each
violation element was signaled by pulsed white noise (stimulus A,
SA) beginning at the start of the interchunk interval preceding the
violation chunk and continuing until the rat made the correct
violation response.

During the first 3 days of training, rats received 1 pattern per day
starting on each lever, for a total of 8 patterns per day. For the next
5 days, rats received 3 patterns per day starting on each lever, for
a total of 24 patterns per day. For the remainder of the experiment,
rats received 6 patterns per day starting on each lever, for a total
of 48 patterns per day. During Phase 1, rats could make three types
of errors: within-chunk errors (errors on the second and third
chunk elements, not including errors on the violation element),
chunk-boundary errors (errors on the first chunk element), and
violation errors (errors on the violation element). To advance to
Phase 2, rats were required to make 10% or fewer errors for all
error types for 7 consecutive days.

Phase 2: Added cue training. In Phase 2, rats were trained on
3 patterns per session starting on each lever, for a total of 24
patterns per session. Each pattern contained two violation elements
that were always in the same spatial location in the chamber so that
distinctive spatial cues signaled violation elements in chunks 454
and 818 (stimuli B1 and B2, SB1 and SB2, respectively). The 818
violation element was also signaled by pulsed white noise as in
Phase 1, yielding the compound noise � spatial cues stimulus,
SA � B2. Thus, in each pattern one violation element received block-
ing training, that is, it was signaled by the previously learned noise cue
and the newly added spatial cues (SA � B2), whereas the other
violation in each pattern did not receive blocking training, that is, it
was signaled by new spatial cues alone (SB1). It should be noted that
because of the randomized start lever procedure, the violation ele-
ments could occur in different serial positions in the pattern. As such,
for half the pattern presentations, the SB1-cued violation element
occurred earlier in the pattern than the SA � B2-cued violation ele-
ment. For the other half of pattern presentations each day, the
opposite was true such that the SA � B2-cued violation element
occurred earlier in the pattern than the SB1-cued violation element.
After each 24-pattern session of Phase 2 training, performance was
evaluated. When a rat achieved 12.5% errors or fewer on both
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violation elements in a single daily session, it advanced to Phase 3
on the following day. A maximum of two Phase 2 sessions were
conducted daily.

Phase 3: Instrumental blocking test. In Phase 3, the noise
cue was removed from the SA � B2 compound cued violation
element of Phase 2 so that in Phase 3 rats were tested on their
response to the two violation elements of Phase 2 when they were
cued with spatial cues alone, that is, when they were cued by either
SB1 or SB2. Rats were tested under the spatial cues alone condi-
tions for eight patterns, with one pattern starting on each of the
eight levers. As in Phase 2, because of this randomized start lever
procedure, the violation elements could occur in different serial
positions in the pattern. As such, for four of the pattern presen-
tations, the SB1-cued violation element occurred earlier in the
pattern than the SB2-cued violation element, but for the other
four pattern presentations, the opposite was true such that the
SB2-cued violation element occurred earlier in the pattern than
the SB1-cued violation element. In Phase 3, rats were not
reinforced for their violation element choices.

Results

During Phase 1, rats acquired the pattern and learned that noise
(SA) indicated a violation of pattern structure. In Phase 1, rats
could make three types of errors: within-chunk errors, chunk-
boundary errors, and violation errors. To advance to Phase 2, rats
were required to meet a criterion of 10% or fewer errors for all
error types for 7 consecutive days. Rats quickly met criterion of
10% or fewer errors for within-chunk errors (M � 12 days, SD �
2.0, range � 10–14) and chunk-boundary errors (M � 16.2 days,
SD � 2.16, range � 15–20). Rats took much longer to meet the
criterion of 10% or fewer errors for violations (M � 98.8 days,
SD � 43.2, range � 48–160).

Phase 2 contained two violations in fixed spatial locations
within the chamber. In this phase, one violation element in each
pattern received blocking training, that is, it was signaled by the
previously learned noise cue and the newly added spatial cues
(SA � B2), whereas the other violation in each pattern did not
receive blocking training, that is, it was signaled by new spatial
cues alone (SB1). To advance to Phase 3, rats were required to
make fewer than 12.5% errors for both violation elements, as well
as for chunk boundaries and within-chunk elements within a
session of 24 patterns. Rats continued to meet criterion at chunk
boundaries and within chunks after transfer to Phase 2. In addition,
they also performed well on the SA � B2 (noise � spatial cues
compound) cued violation element and quickly learned to predict the
location of the SB1 (spatial cues alone) cued violation element. The
mean number of 24-trial blocks to criterion was 2.6 (SD � 0.89,
range � 2–4). As shown in Figure 1, during the last session of Phase
2, rats made few errors at either violation location (SA � B2 [noise �
spatial cues compound] cued: M � 9.17%, SEM � 2.43; SB1 [spatial
cues alone] cued: M � 2.50%, SEM � 1.67).

Figure 1 also shows the results of the instrumental blocking test
conducted in one session in Phase 3 for violation elements that did
or did not received blocking training in Phase 2. In Phase 3, rats
continued to make few errors for the violation element that did not
receive blocking training in Phase 2 (M � 12.5%, SEM � 3.95),
but they made many errors at the violation element that did receive
blocking training in Phase 2 (M � 70.0%, SEM � 5.00). In all

reported analyses that follow, effects were considered significant if
p � .05. A 2 � 2 repeated measures analysis of variance indicated
significant main effects for phase, F(1, 4) � 192.67, p � .001, and
blocking versus no blocking training, F(1, 4) � 54.32, p � .002.
A significant Phase � Training interaction was also indicated, F(1,
4) � 82.92, p � .001. Subsequent two-tailed paired t tests evi-
denced significant differences between error rates for the last
session of Phase 2 and first session of Phase 3 for the violation
element with blocking training, t(4) � 11.94, p � .001, and
between violation element performance for the two Phase 2 train-
ing types (blocking training vs. no blocking training) during Phase
3, t(4) � 9.02, p � .001. Whereas rats performed well on the
violation element with blocking training in Phase 2, they per-
formed poorly on the same violation element in Phase 3. In
addition, whereas rats performed well in Phase 3 on the violation
element that did not receive blocking training, they performed
significantly worse in Phase 3 on the violation element that did.
Other differences in error rates, including differences between the
two groups on Day 1 and on the criterion day of Phase 2, were not
significant ( p � .05).

Discussion

Other researchers have attempted to demonstrate sequential
phenomena in classical conditioning (e.g., Capaldi, Haas, Miller,
& Martins, 2005; Capaldi, Martins, & Miller, 2007; Martins,
Miller, & Capaldi, 2008; Miller & Capaldi, 2006). For example,
Miller and Capaldi (2006) explored whether several sequential
variables that affect instrumental sequential learning would simi-
larly affect responding in Pavlovian paradigms. They studied the
effects of the number of times a nonreinforced trial was followed
by a reinforced trial, the number of successive nonreinforced trials
preceding a reinforced trial, and the percentage of reinforcement
subsequent to various acquisition training lengths (extended vs.
limited) on extinction. Their results supported a sequential viewpoint
developed on the basis of studies of instrumental sequential learning.
In contrast to the tactic taken by Capaldi and colleagues, namely,
looking for evidence that instrumental conditioning principles apply

Figure 1. Rats’ mean percentage of errors for violation elements in
Phases 2 and 3. In Phase 1, rats were trained with pulsed noise as a cue for
violation elements. In Phase 2, two violation elements were cued by newly
relevant spatial cues alone (no blocking training) or spatial cues � noise
(blocking training). In Phase 3, a blocking test was conducted by removing
noise as a cue and presenting spatial cues as the only relevant cues for the
two violation elements. Error bars � �SEM; � p � .05.
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to classical conditioning, in this study we attempted to determine
whether a widely studied classical conditioning phenomenon, namely,
blocking, could be demonstrated in our instrumental serial pattern
learning paradigm. The result is, to our knowledge, the first dem-
onstration of the blocking phenomenon in serial pattern learning. It
should be noted that Capaldi and colleagues have demonstrated
overshadowing in food quantity serial pattern learning (Capaldi,
Birmingham, & Miller, 1999; Capaldi, Verry, Nawrocki, & Miller,
1984) in a paradigm that lends itself to associative analysis and
mathematical models based exclusively on interitem associations
(Wallace & Fountain, 2002, 2003). However, associative analysis
and the latter mathematical model have so far failed to account for
rats’ behavior in the serial multiple-choice paradigm used in the
present study. Thus, our results in the present study, like those of
Capaldi and colleagues, speak to the generality and explanatory
power of associative learning principles and reinforce the idea that
we should be careful not to discount associative explanations of
even putatively complex behavior (cf. Wallace & Fountain, 2002,
2003).

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of the various
phases of our study. In Phase 1, rats learned to anticipate violation
elements cued by white noise even though the randomization
procedure ensured that serial position of the violation element was
not a relevant cue. This result shows that rats are not constrained
to using serial position or periodicity of violations to anticipate
them; they can use other cues that are relevant, such as white noise
(in Phase 1) and spatial cues (in Phase 2). In Phase 2, rats learned
extraordinarily quickly, some rats within a single 24-pattern ses-
sion, to use new spatial cues as signals for a violation element
despite the absence of consistent serial position cues for the
violation. These results, then, also lead us to wonder whether rats
can use serial position cues at all to anticipate violation elements,
especially when the violation element is positioned at the end of a
24-element pattern as we often do in our studies (e.g., Fountain &
Rowan, 1995b, 2000).

Another conclusion that can be drawn from Phase 2 and Phase
3 results is that although spatial location cues appear to be salient
in this paradigm, as indicated by the rapid learning in Phase 2
when spatial cues were the only cues available to signal one of the
two violation elements, spatial cues did not overshadow already
established associations of white noise as cues for the violation
element. Instead, already learned noise cues blocked learning
about spatial cues in Phase 2, as demonstrated via the blocking test
in Phase 3. Thus, it appears rats can use a variety of cues to control
responding in our serial pattern learning paradigm. The offshoot is
that this opens the door to more analytical studies of the role of
stimulus control in serial pattern learning by manipulating cue
relevance employing a variety of experimenter-controlled cues.

The foregoing conclusions indicate that we can discount the
rule-learning explanation of violation element learning, that is, the
idea that rats typically learn a rule describing the periodicity of
violation elements to anticipate them. The results fit better with a
discrimination learning view of violation element learning. Evi-
dence favoring a plausible rule learning explanation of violation
element learning might have provided a basis for developing a
rule-learning model of rat serial pattern learning without appealing
to additional mechanisms. In this regard, one idea that might seem
appealing as a potential means of providing a rapprochement of
rule learning and discrimination learning is the view proposed by

Beckers et al. (2006) that blocking in rat Pavlovian conditioning
involves inferential reasoning. If for the sake of argument this were
assumed to be the case in blocking in our paradigm, one might
wonder whether inferential reasoning might explain both blocking
and rule learning in this study. Unfortunately, that conclusion does
not seem warranted. Inferential reasoning as proposed by Beckers
et al. involves reasoning about contingencies between specific
stimuli and responses, whereas our evidence indicates that serial
pattern learning in rats involves concurrently learning contingen-
cies between specific stimuli and responses to control responses at
chunk boundaries and violation elements and learning abstract
rules to describe structures within chunks, between chunks, and
across nonadjacent elements of patterns (Fountain, 2008; Fountain
& Benson, 2006; Fountain & Rowan, 1995a). Our view is that
blocking, whether or not it involves inferential reasoning, must
also be evidence of learning specific contingencies between stim-
uli rather than abstract rule learning. Thus, our blocking results
imply that if a general process model is to emerge, it is more likely
that it will be fundamentally associative in nature because block-
ing, like all Pavlovian conditioning, depends on learning about
stimulus-specific contingencies. More work is needed to determine
whether serial pattern learning can be described solely in associa-
tive terms or must be described by more complex models involv-
ing multiple cognitive and neural processes (e.g., Fountain, 2006;
Fountain & Benson, 2006; Keele et al., 2003; Willingham, 1999).
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